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Logbook

Title:

• which swimsuit makes you faster.

Statement of the Problem:

● The purpose of this experiment was to find out if a swimming tech suit, which is used for
competitive swimming, makes you faster than a normal practice suit in the water.I became
interested in this experiment when I was packing for a swim meet. I didn't know if I should pack
my tech suit or my practice suit.The information from this experiment will help people to
determine if they should wear a tech suit or a practice suit for a swim meet.The results of this
experiment will help other swimmers see which types of materials for suits are best for swim
meets.

● What is the effect of a tech suit on a person's speed?

Objective:

● In this experiment I am going to test out if a swimming tech suit, which is used for competitive

swimming, makes you faster than a normal practice suit in the water?

Hypothesis:

● I hypothesize that the tech suit will be the faster of the two because of the fit and because
olympian swimmers use it in their swims. Research shows that according to a study done by
Journal Of The American College Of Sports Medicine, the suits can significantly improve
swimming performance. The study found that, on average, swim performance improved by 3.2%
when swimmers wore a tech suit as opposed to a regular training suit.
(https://www.swimmingworldmagazine.com/news/an-explanation-of-how-tech-suits-benefit-
swimmers/ ).

Materials:

● 1-Swimming tech suit which is made of Fabric: 71% Polyamide, 29% Elastane and is size 26 from
swimoutlet.

● 1-Swimming practice suit which I got from swimoutlet and is size 26.
● 1-25 (m) pool ( yuma valley aquatic center) .
● 1-Test subject for swimsuit testing .
● 1-Science fair Log book.
● 1-Graph used to chart my time with and without a tech suit.
● 1-competition grade stopwatch.

https://www.swimmingworldmagazine.com/news/an-explanation-of-how-tech-suits-benefit-swimmers/
https://www.swimmingworldmagazine.com/news/an-explanation-of-how-tech-suits-benefit-swimmers/
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● 1-Volunteer helper for taking the time.
● 1-Goggles (speedo).
● 1-Swim cap (speedo).

Dependent and Independent Variable:

● Independent-the swimming suit (tech suit , normal practice suit)
● Dependent- Time (tech suit , normal practice suit)
● Constant-swimmer

Procedure:

1. get materials ready before swimming at the swimming pool .

2. Swim with the tech suit at the swimming pool with goggles and swim cap.

3. While swimming with the tech suit, get the times of the swims (25m) at the swimming pool.

4. Get a practice suit on .

5. Swim with the practice suit at the swimming pool with goggles and swim cap .

6. While swimming with the practice suit, get times for the swims (25m)  at the swimming pool.

7. 1 min break in between swims with a tech suit and with a practice suit to ensure that I don't get
tired.

8. While I am taking the break the volunteer is recording my data to put it on the chart.

9. Repeat steps 10 times for the next 1 to 2 days to ensure that I don't get tired .

Results:

● The results for this experiment showed that after averaging my 10 trials, the tech suit time was 35.52
,and the normal practice suit was 37.38 This information indicates that the better swim  suit was the
tech suit clocked in at the lowest time making it the best suit for swimming.

Number of swims (50 m) Tech suit (time) Practice suit (time)

1 34.39 36.43

2 35.67 37.01

3 35.75 37.33

4 35.16 37.28

5 35.80 37.16

6 35.79 37.33

7 35.99 37.62

8 35.66 37.99
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9 35.42 37.98

10 35.62 37.71

average 35.52 37.38
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Conclusion:
1. In this experiment my objective was to test out if a swimming tech suit, which is used for
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competitive swimming, makes you faster than a normal practice suit in the water to see
which one would make you swim faster in the water. I would swim a 50(m) swim then the
volunteer would write down the time in between swims and repeat this 10 times.

2. I hypothesize that the tech suit will be the faster of the two because of the fit and because
olympian swimmers use it in their swims. Research shows that according to a study done by
the Journal Of The American College Of Sports Medicine, the suits can significantly improve
swimming performance. The study found that, on average, swim performance improved by
3.2% when swimmers wore a tech suit as opposed to a regular training suit. My hypothesis
was correct because the tech suit did indeed have the lowest time which had the fastest of
all suits.

3. The results for this experiment showed that after averaging my 10 trials, the tech suit time
was 35.52, and the normal practice suit was 37.38 This information indicates that the better
swimsuit was the tech suit clocked in at the lowest time making it the best suit for
swimming.

4. As a competitive swimmer I want my time to be the fastest, which is what this experiment
showed me. I wanted a reliable swimsuit that would make me faster. Which the ech suit
ended up being the best so I will continue using the tech suit when I race.

5. If I were to conduct the experiment again in the future, I would have a much larger sample
size and get the whole swim team to swim with the same swimsuit.

Pictures:

Figure 1 This is the pool where I conducted my experimen:

Figure 2 this is the tech suit that i used to conduct my experiment:
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Figure 3 this is the practice suit i used to conduct my experiment:

Figure 4 these are the goggles i used to conduct my experiment:
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Figure 5 this is the cap I used to conduct my experiment:
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Does a tech suit make you faster in the water?

The purpose of this project is to find out if a tech suit makes you faster in the water than a

normal practice suit.I hypothesize that the tech suit will be a little faster because of how tight it is

and because olympian swimmers use it in their swims.research shows that According to a study

done by Journal Of The American College Of Sports Medicine, the suits can significantly

improve swimming performance. The study found that, on average, swim performance improved

by 3.2% when swimmers wore a tech suit as opposed to a regular training suit.

Method

The scientific method was used to conduct this experiment.The question that was studied

was I am going to test out if a swimming tech suit, which is used for competitive swimming,

makes you faster than a normal practice suit in the water.For this project ,  I hypothesize that the

tech suit will be a little faster because of how tight it is and because olympian swimmers use it in

their swims.research shows that According to a study done by Journal Of The American College

Of Sports Medicine, the suits can significantly improve swimming performance. The study found

that, on average, swim performance improved by 3.2% when swimmers wore a tech suit as

opposed to a regular training suit.

Materials

There were a lot of materials that were used to conduct this experiment.Swimming tech

suit (speedo) which is made of Fabric: 71% Polyamide, 29% Elastane and is size 26 used to

swim with, Swimming practice suit which I got from swimoutlet and and is size 26 used to swim

with , 25 (m) pool used to get my to Graph used to chart my time with and without tech suit

,Test subject for swimsuit testing  to swim to get the times,Logbook used to write everything

down ,Graph used to record my time with and without tech suit used for keep time organized and

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.525.2196&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.525.2196&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.525.2196&rep=rep1&type=pdf
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easy to read , a timer (pursun) it can get my times to write on the graph , person taking time used

to take the times,googels (speedo) used do i can see under the water, cap (speed) used do my hair

doesn't cause drag.

Procedures

Many  procedures we used to conduct my experiment first I get all the materials

ready.Then, I Swim with the tech suit at the swimming pool with goggles and swim

cap.While,swimming with the tech suit, get the times of the swims (25m) at the swimming

pool.When, you finish swimming with the tech suit put the practice suit on.While swimming

with the practice suit, get times for the swims (25m)  at the swimming pool.After you swim take

1 min break in between swims with a tech suit and with a practice suit.While taking the break the

person is recording my data to put it on the chart.Then repeat steps 10 times for the next 1 to 2

days to ensure that I don't get tired .The results of this experiment showed that you can swim

faster on the water.

Results

The results of the experiment were expected.I had 10 trails for the experiment the first

trail for the tech suit was 34.39 and the practice suit was 36.43,the next trail for the tech suit was
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35.67 and the practice suit was 37.01,the next one for tech suit was 35.75 the practice suit was

37.33,the fourth trail for the tech suit was 35.16 the practice suit was 37.28,the fifth trail for the

tech suit was 35.80 and the practice suit was 37.62,the sixth trail for the tech suit was 35.79 and

the practice suit was 37.33,the seventh trail for the tech suit 35.99 the practice suit 37.62, the

next trail for the tech suit was 35.66 and the practice suit was 37.99, the ninth trail for the tech

suit was 35.42 and the practice suit was 37.98, the tenth trail for the tech suit was 35.62 and the

practice suit was 37.71, the average of the tech suit times was 35.52 and the average of the

practice suit time was 37.38.

Discussion

Much information can be found on the topic of tech suits and practice suits and how fast

you can move in the water. According to Heidi L. Lederhos she tried To determine the effect

surface condition (the suit) and different forms or body strokes (good form, bad stroke and

streamlining) can have in relation to the speed of a swimmer.She determined that drag was

directly related to speed. The speed suit was generally faster. (

https://www.1000sciencefairprojects.com)

According to Julie A. Fuller was trying to determine whether a swim cap reduces drag on

a swimmer, and if so, whether a swimmer with long hair or short hair would benefit most.

Similar to a cyclist wearing a helmet, I believe that it may be possible for a long haired swimmer

to create a similar effect allowing water to flow smoothly over the head to the shoulders, filling

in the gap in the neck area decreasing drag.The results showed wearing a swim cap reduced drag
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in all situations. The best drag reduction occurred by a long haired swimmer with a swim cap. (

https://csef.usc.edu )

As stated on the swimming world website, “According to a study done by Journal Of The

American College Of Sports Medicine, the suits can significantly improve swimming

performance. The study found that, on average, swim performance improved by 3.2% when

swimmers wore a tech suit as opposed to a regular training suit. Additionally, the study found

that tech suits can reduce drag by 4.4% to 6.2% and reduce the amount of energy needed for

swimming by 4.5% to 5.5%.”(https://www.swimmingworldmagazine.com).It states on Explain

That stuff , “Lots of other scientific factors make a big difference to how well you can move

through the water. Once you've mastered the basic science of swimming, minimizing your drag

in the water is the next step: that will help you swim faster and for longer, using the minimum

amount of energy in the process. Many beginners don't really understand this, but it's exactly the

same as cycling: in the same way that cyclists have to minimize the surface area they present to

the wind (crouch forward, put their arms in, and generally streamline themselves), so swimmers

have to create as little resistance to the water as they possibly can. In practice, this means making

your body completely horizontal, so (in the case of front crawl) your head is well down in the

water rather than poking up with your body sloping down behind it. “

(https://www.explainthatstuff.com ).

Conclusions and Future Study

My hypothesis for the science experiment was supported.The experiment worked because

I was precise.It was indeed a success because I followed the procedures. The results showed that

a swimming tech suit makes you faster in the water.If I were to conduct the experiment again in

https://www.explainthatstuff.com
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the future, I would have a much larger sample size and get the whole swim team to swim with

the same suit.Another thing I would do to change  is use even more different swimsuits.
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Appendix

Table A1

Number of swims (50 m) Tech suit (time) Practice suit (time)

1 34.39 36.43

2 35.67 37.01

3 35.75 37.33

4 35.16 37.28

5 35.80 37.16

6 35.79 37.33

7 35.99 37.62

8 35.66 37.99

9 35.42 37.98

10 35.62 37.71

average 35.52 37.38
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Figure A1
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